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Inspiring Presentations - Workshops - Symposiums - Exhibitions
Best Paper Award

Workshops and Sessions

Workshop

Session

Consumer Policy in Comparative Perspective:
Lessons in Humility and Hope
Prof. Robert MAYER
Department of Family and Consumer Studies
University of Utah (USA)
In his engaging Keynote speech,
Prof. Robert MAYER shared his
messages about Humility and Hope.
For him, humility is the understanding
that no single country has claimed
consumer well-being for itself and all
people around the world, independent of nationality, are facing
many shared problems. Through the
examples of automobile safety,
tobacco control and the prevention of
childhood obesity, he explained to
congress delegates how innovative
consumer policies can improve
consumer well-being. He then shared
his hope that countries can and do
learn from each other by adapting
and improving successful consumer
policies and for recognising the potential international consumer protection standards offer (e.g. by UN).
Congratulations - Best Refereed
Congress Paper Awarded to:
Ji Hyun KIM
Julia TORQUATI
Does Parental Financial Assistance
Assist Young Adults to be Financially
Healthy: Effects of Parent-child Relation
ships on Financial Outcomes and
Happiness

Exhibitions

Subject
Home
Economics
Education for
Happiness

IFHE 2016 Congress Banquet Announcement
Tonight we once again have the opportunity to experience
wonderful Korean hospitality at the Congress Banquet, which
promises to be a declicious and memorable event.
Be entertained by country performances with the best receiving a
prize from the IFHE Congress Organising Committee.

Participants Impressions
The Cultural Experience Zone is a wonderful possibility
to get information about the traditional Korean dress,
the hanbok. The traditional women’s hanbok consists
of a blouse shirt or a jacket, and a wrap-around skirt.
The different vibrant colors and the elegant lines are
beautiful. So are also the accompanying accessories,
each with a specific meaning. To appreciate the beauty
of these traditional garments, compare the before and
after photographs of the group of Swiss students who
are literally transformed in the photographs at right.

Sustainability in Focus
I attended the European Workshop Home Economics „
Sustainability, where, after four presentations on differe
nt aspects we had very good discussions on how we
might encourage people to act in a more sustainable
way. I also attended The Green Consumer Sees Red
in which workshop we had a lively discussion on
whether or not IFHE should be developing guidelines
on sustainability in various areas in relation to our
discipline.

Exciting and Encouraging to take Action
Transforming our world:
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
The Role of Families and the IFHE
Workshop of the
IFHE Programme Committee: Family and Gender
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The
WORLD‘S
Largest
Lesson

